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About This Game

Surgeon Simulator is bringing the ER to VR! The most critically acclaimed and infamous surgery simulation game as you have
never seen it before! Built for Vive and featurin 5d3b920ae0
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Warning DON'T USE TRACKPADS THEY WILL BREAK Other than that, it's fun. Just play it. I have never had so much
fun.. One of the best VR games. Classic.. Not a half bad game kinda difficult if you are going for all achievements but other
then that a very well made game with no bugs as far as i can tell after getting 100 percent of the challenges and achievements in
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it.. I love this game on my vive ever since i got my vive i would think to myself i wonder what surgeon sim would be like it was
everything i wanted it to be even the new alien transplant I would reccomend as a must buy for a vive user. Grabing tools barely
works, no tutorial, poorly explains things.. It works well for me. But I had my lighthouses for vive properly set up. There are still
some hand errors but its pretty good playable.
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